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Although aberrant protein aggregation has been conclusively
linked to dozens of devastating amyloid diseases, scientists remain
puzzled about the molecular features that render amyloid ﬁbrils or
small oligomers toxic. Here, we report a previously unobserved
type of amyloid ﬁbril that tests as cytotoxic: one in which the
strands of the contributing β-sheets are out of register. In all amyloid ﬁbrils previously characterized at the molecular level, only inregister β-sheets have been observed, in which each strand makes
its full complement of hydrogen bonds with the strands above and
below it in the ﬁbril. In out-of-register sheets, strands are sheared
relative to one another, leaving dangling hydrogen bonds. Based
on this ﬁnding, we designed out-of-register β-sheet amyloid mimics,
which form both cylindrin-like oligomers and ﬁbrils, and these mimics
are cytotoxic. Structural and energetic considerations suggest that
out-of-register ﬁbrils can readily convert to toxic cylindrins. We
propose that out-of-register β-sheets and their related cylindrins
are part of a toxic amyloid pathway, which is distinct from the more
energetically favored in-register amyloid pathway.
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n contrast to infectious and metabolic disorders, for which
researchers can usually uncover the causative entity and the
pathway to disease, amyloid diseases have challenged scientists
to identify the etiologic agents and the initial pathological events
(1–3). Part of the difﬁculty is that pathways of protein aggregation are diverse, leading to multiple species differing in size,
structure, lifetime, and cytotoxicity (4–8). As the most-studied
aggregation species, amyloid ﬁbrils have long been associated
with devastating human pathologies, including Alzheimer’s disease, type II diabetes, and prion disease (2). However, other proteins form amyloid-like aggregates with normal biological functions
(9). Studies by NMR, EPR, X-ray diffraction, and scanning mutagenesis have shown that both deleterious and functional amyloid
ﬁbrils are made up of extended β-strands running perpendicular to
the ﬁbril axis and hydrogen bonded into β-sheets (10–14). The
sheets are normally paired into steric zippers, and most often, the
strands run parallel to each other and are strictly in-register (10,
11, 15–17). However, in some cases, the strands are antiparallel
(18), and some antiparallel ﬁbrils have been found to be more
cytotoxic than parallel counterparts (19). Studies of prion (20),
HypF-N (21), and Aβ1–40 (22) indicate that different aggregate
morphologies have different levels of cytotoxicity. Therefore, it is
important to investigate the various amyloid ﬁbrils from different
aggregation pathways, especially those ﬁbrils related to toxic
amyloid pathogenesis.
Complicating the picture is the variety of oligomers found apparently on the pathways to ﬁbrils, which are more toxic than the
ﬁbrils (2, 23, 24). Amyloid oligomers with distinct structural features exhibit different cytotoxicity. A diversity of structural models
has been suggested for amyloid oligomers, including β-barrels (25–
28), α-helix bundles (29), and parallel in-register β-sheets (30).
However, structural characterization of toxic amyloid oligomers
at the atomic level is hindered by their highly transient and
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polymorphic properties. Recently, we reported the atomic structure of cylindrin, a toxic oligomer formed by six identical 11-residue
out-of-register antiparallel β-strands in the shape of a barrel (31).
Instead of the in-register β-strands typically observed in amyloid
ﬁbril structures, cylindrin is formed by out-of-register β-strands.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation shows that the transition
from the out-of-register β-strands of cylindrin to the in-register
strands of ﬁbrils is energetically very costly, suggesting that they
might be involved in distinct aggregation pathways (31).
In this study, we found that, in addition to rolling into cylindrin
(31), out-of-register β-strands can also pack into a ﬁbril structure
that is toxic to mammalian cells. To further investigate how outof-register β-strands mediate amyloid oligomer and ﬁbril formation, we designed a chemical model system—β-sheet amyloid
mimics (BAMs). These BAMs are unable to self-assemble into inregister β-strands, and instead, they form out-of-register, cylindrinlike oligomers and ﬁbrils that are conﬁrmed by crystal structures.
On the basis of biochemical and computational studies, we believe that the cylindrin-like oligomer represents an on-pathway
intermediate of out-of-register amyloid ﬁbril formation. Together,
out-of-register oligomers and ﬁbrils deﬁne a distinct toxic amyloid
aggregation pathway.
Results
KDWSFY (β2-microglobulin58–63) Protoﬁlaments Feature Out-of-Register
β-Strands and Are Cytotoxic. Here, we report a rare out-of-register

amyloid-like protoﬁlament formed from residues 58–63 of the
protein β2-microglobulin (β2m) with sequence KDWSFY, termed
KDWSFY (β2m58–63), differing fundamentally from the several
dozen in-register protoﬁlaments that we have previously characterized from other proteins (10). Earlier, we observed by EM
that the segment KDWSFY (β2m58–63) forms amyloid-like ﬁbrils,
and in the context of the full protein, it forms the spine of one
polymorphic form of ﬁbrillar β2m (32). The crystal structure of
KDWSFY (β2m58–63) reveals that it forms an out-of-register protoﬁlament consisting of two out-of-register β-sheets mating at a
dry, highly complementary interface (Fig. 1 A–C and Table S1),
similar to the structures of the numerous in-register protoﬁlaments
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lowering their chance to be captured by ssNMR or crystallization. In nearly all previously reported structures, β-sheets of
ﬁbrils are in-register (10–12). To understand why the KDWSFY
ﬁbril is stable with out-of-register packing, we applied Rosetta
modeling and MD simulations (33). The results show that the
abundance of bulky aromatic side chains in KDWSFY is sterically
incompatible with in-register packing, whereas these clashes
are avoided by out-of-register packing. Thus, in the case of
KDWSFY, the out-of-register ﬁbril represents a lower energy
state than the in-register ﬁbril (Fig. S3), explaining how we were
able to capture the out-of-register state in the crystal.

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of out-of-register, antiparallel protoﬁlament formed
by the amyloidogenic peptide KDWSFY (β2m58–63) and its ﬁbril toxicity. (A)
View perpendicular to the protoﬁlament axis. The two β-sheets are colored in
purple and white. Side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation. The
protoﬁlament axis is denoted by a black line. Note that the β-strands are
antiparallel, out-of-register, and not perpendicular to the protoﬁlament axis.
The crossing angle between the β-strands of adjacent β-sheets is ∼80°. (B) The
geometry of the back (purple) out-of-register β-sheet. For clarity, side chains
are omitted. Hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted lines. (C) View down the
protoﬁlament axis showing the dry steric zipper interface between the pair of
β-sheets. Side chains contributing to this interface are shown in space-ﬁlling
representation. (D) The geometry of a single in-register antiparallel β-sheet
from the KLVFFA crystal structure (Protein Data Bank ID code 2Y2A). (E) Assessment of cytotoxicity of KDWSFY (β2m58–63) ﬁbril samples by MTT-based
cell viability assay. KDWSFY (β2m58–63) ﬁbrils show toxicity to both PC12 and
HeLa cell lines in a dose-dependent manner. Error bars represent 1 SD (n = 4).

(10). Whereas the in-register β-strands observed in previous protoﬁlament structures are perpendicular to the ﬁbril axis and all of
the residues in β-strands engage in interstrand hydrogen bonds
(Fig. 1D), the β-strands in the KDWSFY structure are not perpendicular to the ﬁbril axis. Instead, each β-strand is at an angle of
∼50° from the perpendicular, and β-strands from adjacent sheets
form a crossing angle of ∼80° instead of the 0° angle found for inregister sheets (Fig. 1A). In contrast to the identical hydrogenbonding interfaces of in-register sheets, each antiparallel out-ofregister β-sheet possesses two hydrogen-bonding interfaces:
a strong interface with six hydrogen bonds and a weak interface
with two hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1B). Therefore, unlike in-register
sheets, out-of-register sheets leave unsatisﬁed hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors at the ends of the strands that are not engaged in interstrand hydrogen bonds but to some extent, are
satisﬁed by water molecules observed in the crystal structure.
These substantial differences in hydrogen bonding indicate that
out-of-register ﬁbrils form through a separate aggregation pathway
from in-register ﬁbrils. Pertinent to understanding the cytotoxicity
of amyloid, MTT [3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide]-based cell viability assays showed that the
KDWSFY (β2m58–63) ﬁbrils are toxic to mammalian cells in
a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1E). As a control, ﬁbrils formed
by in-register sheets exhibited little or no toxicity (Figs. S1 and S2
and Table S2). The comparison of toxicity between in-register
and out-of-register ﬁbrils suggests that out-of-register ﬁbrils may
play a role in the etiology of aggregation diseases.
Stability of Out-of-Register Packing. The reduced number of interstrand hydrogen bonds in out-of-register sheets suggests that they
may be energetically less favorable than in-register sheets. This
inherent instability may explain why out-of-register sheets
are rarely the dominant species in polymorphic ﬁbrils, greatly
20914 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1218792109

Design of Out-of-Register β-Strands. To further study the assembly
and toxicity of out-of-register β-sheets from a range of amyloid
proteins, we designed peptides that pack exclusively in out-ofregister β-sheets. Our design is based on amyloid β-sheet mimics
(34); each is a cyclic molecule of two covalently connected antiparallel β-strands (now termed BAMs). In the recognition strand,
an amyloidogenic sequence is grafted and restrained to maintain
its extended β-strand conformation (Fig. 2A). Each recognition
strand is capable of forming an antiparallel β-interaction through
hydrogen bonds to the recognition strand of an identical BAM
molecule. The second strand in each BAM is termed the blocking
strand (35), which contains the nonnatural amino acid Hao ﬂanked
by dipeptides. Hao prevents full hydrogen bonding of blocking
strands, forcing the formation of an out-of-register β-strand
interface with a neighboring BAM. Only the dipeptides on either
side of Hao are available to bond to identical molecules (Fig.
2B). Therefore, if a BAM forms an amyloid-like oligomer or ﬁbril, it must form an out-of-register structure with strong hydrogen-bonding interfaces between recognition strands and weak
interfaces between blocking strands, similar to the out-of-register
assembly observed in the KDWSFY ﬁbril (Fig. 1B).
BAMs Form Toxic Amyloid-Like Oligomers and Fibrils. We prepared
four BAMs with amyloidogenic segments grafted from four different disease-related amyloid proteins (Fig. 2C). These proteins
form amyloid-like oligomers and ﬁbrils and exhibit cytotoxicity.
Our previous studies showed that macrocyclic peptides form
oligomers in solution (36) and mimic amyloid oligomers for
structural studies (37). Here, we ﬁnd that, on incubation at 37 °C
for 0.5 h, BAMs form amyloid-like oligomers that are recognized
by A11, the polyclonal amyloid–oligomer-speciﬁc conformational
antibody (Fig. S4A). Diffusion coefﬁcients of BAMs (Aβ30–36)
measured by NMR conﬁrmed that they self-associate in solution
at millimolar concentrations, consistent with the formation of
BAM oligomers. (Fig. S4B). We also observed BAM oligomers to
be toxic to mammalian cells (Fig. S4C). On additional incubation
at 37 °C with agitation for 4 d, three BAMs form amyloid-like ﬁbrils
characterized by transmission EM, cross-β ﬁbril diffraction, and
Congo red birefringence (Fig. 3A). The formation of BAM ﬁbrils
conﬁrms that ﬁbrils can form even when in-register β-sheet packing
is sterically prohibited. MTT assays showed that all of our BAM
ﬁbrils are toxic to PC12 cells (Fig. 3B and Table S3). As a control,
nonﬁbril-forming BAMs have little toxic effect, ruling out the
possibility that cytotoxicity derives from the macrocyclic platform.
Crystal Structure of BAM (Aβ30–36): An Out-of-Register, Cylindrin-Like
Oligomer. In previous work, we determined the crystal structure

of BAM (Aβ30–36) in oligomeric form (34), which we now recognize as having cylindrin-like structure and properties. BAM
(Aβ30–36) displays β-barrel–like tetramers (Fig. 4 A–D and Fig. S5)
in the crystal structure. In agreement with our design, the backbone of the tetramer exhibits an out-of-register β-strand pattern,
with both strong and weak hydrogen bonded interfaces (Fig. 4D).
However, instead of repeating in 1D, leading to an out-of-register
ﬁbril, the macrocyclic rings of BAM (Aβ30–36) roll into a β-barrel.
A key driving force of this barrel-like structure is the formation of
Liu et al.
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Fig. 2. Structure and interaction of BAMs. (A) Structure of BAMs. The macrocyclic ring is connected by two ornithines colored in blue. The Hao residue, which
can support intramolecular but not intermolecular hydrogen bonding, is colored in red. All natural amino acids are colored black. In BAM, the recognition
strand (upper strand) contains 7 natural aa residues that are replaced with the various amyloidogenic segments in this study. The blocking strand (lower
strand) contains 4 natural aa residues to facilitate the folding of the β-conformation and increase the solubility of the molecule. R10 is sometimes replaced
with 4-bromo phenylalanine for phase determination of crystal structures. (B) Three types of potential BAM interactions are shown. (Top) Between blocking
strands out of register, four intermolecular hydrogen bonds (colored in orange) can be formed. (Middle) Between recognition strands in register, eight
intermolecular hydrogen bonds can be formed. (Lower) Between blocking strands in register, six intermolecular hydrogen bonds can be formed. However,
the clash between Hao residues precludes this interaction. (C) Sequences of four different BAMs for out-of-register assembly studies.

a dry interface; the barrel core is devoid of water, and instead, it
is ﬁlled with the side chains of methionine and phenylalanine
(Fig. 4C). Structurally, the out-of-register β-barrel of this BAM
oligomer is similar to cylindrin—a toxic amyloid oligomer (Fig. 4 E–
H) (31). Although similar in basic structure, these two β-barrels differ
in shear number and number of β-strands, indicating the possible
variety of cylindrin-like assemblies. The fact that both cylindrin and
this BAM oligomer are cytotoxic and recognized by the A11 antibody
may suggest that the out-of-register β-barrel represents a structural
motif common to various toxic amyloid oligomers.
Crystal Structures of BAM (β2m62–68) and BAM (Tau305–311): Out-ofRegister Protoﬁlaments. We next determined two crystal struc-

tures of BAMs in ﬁbrillar form (Fig. 3 C–F, Fig. S6, and Table
S4), ﬁnding steric zipper-like structures that were comprised of
two β-sheets each. However, in contrast to classic in-register steric
zipper protoﬁlaments, both new structures feature out-of-register
ﬁbril-like packing reminiscent of the out-of-register structure of
Liu et al.

KDWSFY. The asymmetric unit of BAM (β2m62–68) crystals
contains four macrocyclic rings that form two dimers (Fig. 3C),
and each dimer is formed through hydrogen bonding between
adjacent recognition strands. The blocking strands hydrogen bond
with identical strands on other molecules through the residues
ﬂanking Hao resulted in protoﬁlaments that span the entire length
of the crystal (Fig. 3 D and F). These bonds create the out-ofregister BAM (β2m62–68) protoﬁlament comprised of pairs of
β-sheets held together by the dry and highly complementary interfaces typical of steric zippers (Fig. 3E). These features are also
observed in the structure of BAM (Tau305–311) (Fig. S6). Energetic analysis reveals that BAMs that form ﬁbrils have tighter
intermolecular complementarity and stronger binding energy
than those BAMs that do not form ﬁbrils (Table S5).
Out-of-Register β-Sheets Suggest a Distinct Amyloid Aggregation
Pathway. Because BAMs form both cylindrin-like, out-of-regis-

ter oligomers and out-of-register ﬁbrils, we studied the transition
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Fig. 3. Characterization of ﬁbril-forming BAMs
showing their amyloid-like character. (A) Negatively
stained transmission electron micrographs (EM),
ﬁbril diffraction (FD), and Congo red staining (CR) of
ﬁbrils formed by BAM (IAPP11–17), BAM (β2m62–68),
and BAM (Aβ30–36). Black bars in the EM images represent 200 nm. Meridional reﬂections corresponding
to about 4.7 Å are highlighted by red arrowheads in
FD images. CR of BAM ﬁbril pellets shows applegreen birefringence. Pictures of the same view taken
under normal (upper row) and polarized light (lower
row) are shown. (B) MTT-based cytotoxicity assays of
BAMs with mammalian cell lines PC12. Fibril-forming
BAMs (left three) show signiﬁcant cytotoxicity (P <
0.01) compared with nonﬁbril-forming BAMs [BAM
(IAPP26–32) and BAM (Aβ16–22) as determined by onesided Student t test] (Table S3). Error bars represent 1
SD calculated from four replicates. The concentration
of each BAM is 50 μM (monomer equivalence). (C)
The asymmetric unit of the BAM (β2m62–68) crystal.
Two dimers of macrocycles are shown in green and
white. Recognition (R) and blocking strands (B) are
labeled. The crossing angle between the green and
white strands is ∼85°. (D) View perpendicular to the
protoﬁlament axis. Note that the strands are not
perpendicular to the protoﬁlament axis and the
lack of registration between dimers within a single
sheet. (E) A view 90° rotated from D looking down
the protoﬁlament axis shows the steric zipper interface. Side chains contributing to the interface are shown in space-ﬁlling representation. For clarity, other side chains are omitted. (F) Geometry of a single
sheet showing the out-of-register nature of the weak interface. Only backbone atoms are shown. Hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted lines.

from cylindrin to ﬁbril by both experiments and MD. These
studies suggest that, in addition to the well-known in-register
pathway to amyloid ﬁbrils, a second amyloid aggregation pathway

is possible for out-of-register β-strands. Experiments described
above show that BAMs ﬁrst form oligomers, and then, on additional incubation, they transit to ﬁbrils. MD results are consistent with these experiments; they show that the energy barrier
separating BAM (Aβ30–36) oligomers and ﬁbrils is only ∼1.7 kcal/
mol-of-tetramer (1 kcal = 4.18 kJ) (Fig. 5). Thus, we expect interchange of out-of-register ﬁbrils and oligomers to be a common occurrence at physiological temperature, needing only
a small re-registration of weak interface hydrogen bonding to
trigger this transition. For the transition from cylindrin to ﬁbril,
the cylindrin sheets ﬂatten and bond face to face to form the outof-register ﬁbril (Fig. S7). In contrast, interconversion between
in-register and out-of-register β-sheets is energetically more expensive, because a complete rearrangement of the hydrogenbonding network is required (31). Thus, we conclude that there
may be separate pathways for formation of in-register and outof-register ﬁbrils and that the components of the out-of-register
pathway are less stable, because they contain unsatisﬁed hydrogen bonds (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4. Comparison of two cylindrin-like oligomers: crystal structures of
BAM (Aβ30–36) and K11V (αB crystallin68–162). (A) The crystal structure of the
ﬁbril-forming BAM (Aβ30–36) in cartoon form shows a cylindrin-like oligomer
containing four macrocycles, one of which is colored in orange. The view is
oriented to show a weak interface between the blocking strands (B). (B) A
view 90° rotated from A showing a strong interface between two recognition strands (R). (C) Another view 90° rotated from A showing the steric
zipper-like interface in the center of the barrel. Side chains contributing to
this interface are shown in space-ﬁlling representation. (D) Geometry of the
cylindrin-like tetramer. Only backbone atoms are shown. Hydrogen bonds
are shown by dotted lines. (E) Cartoon representation of cylindrin structure
of K11V (Protein Data Bank ID code 3SGO) from αB crystallin. The view is
oriented to show a weak interface analogous to A. (F) A view 90° rotated
from E showing a strong interface analogous to B. (G) Another view 90°
rotated from E showing the center of the cylindrin. Side chains contributing
to the steric zipper-like core are shown in space-ﬁlling representation. (H)
Geometry of K11V cylindrin. Pairs of hydrogen bonds between corresponding residues are shown by magenta (for strong interface) and black (for
weak interface) dotted lines. Notice the out-of-register weak interfaces
in both D and H.

Discussion
We ﬁnd that out-of-register amyloid aggregates exhibit signiﬁcant cytotoxicity. The out-of-register hexameric oligomer cylindrin was previously observed to be cytotoxic (31). Here, we ﬁnd
that cylindrin-like, out-of-register BAM oligomers also display
toxic effects. In addition, all of the out-of-register ﬁbrils formed
by the BAMs and the out-of-register KDWSFY ﬁbrils are toxic
to mammalian cells, whereas in-register ﬁbrils formed by various
amyloidogenic peptides show little toxicity (Fig. S1). Previous
studies have shown that ﬁbrils can serve as reservoirs of toxic
oligomers (38, 39). Because of the relative instability of out-ofregister ﬁbrils, we hypothesize that they are more prone to release oligomers than in-register ﬁbrils. That is, the toxicity of outof-register ﬁbrils may arise from their rapid conversion to toxic
out-of-register oligomers. In the case of BAMs, MD simulation
suggests that the interconversion between out-of-register oligomers
and ﬁbrils is rapid, and we ﬁnd that the toxicity of BAM ﬁbrils
is comparable with the toxicity of BAM oligomers (Fig. 3B and
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suggests that the out-of-register pathway may contribute to
amyloid pathogenesis.
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation, Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination.
Peptide KDWSFY was synthesized by Celtek Bioscience Peptides and dissolved
in water at 20 mg/mL. Crystals were grown in 0.1 M bis·Tris propane (pH 6.5),
0.2 M sodium ﬂuoride, and 20% (wt/vol) PEG 3,350 at 18 °C using the
hanging drop vapor diffusion method. The crystals were allowed to grow for
2 wk before ﬂash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. For iodide derivatives, the
crystals were soaked in the crystallization condition with additional 0.5 M
potassium iodide for 30 s before ﬂash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. X-ray
diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source (Table S1).
Reﬂections were integrated and scaled using the XDS/XSCALE program
packages (41). Experimental phases were obtained by the SIRAS method

Fig. S4C). In contrast, lacking the capacity to convert into a stable cylindrin-like oligomer (Fig. S3) makes the KDWSFY ﬁbril
less toxic than BAM ﬁbrils (Fig. 1E).
An important question is whether full-length toxic amyloid
proteins, such as Aβ and Tau, are capable of forming out-ofregister ﬁbrils and cylindrin-like oligomers. The longer that the
amyloidogenic segment involved in self-aggregation is, the more
complex that the aggregation pathway may be and the more
difﬁcult that it may be to trap intermediate species along the
aggregation pathway (4, 8, 40). However, computational simulation offers a way to examine the possibility of out-of-register
oligomer and ﬁbril formation of Aβ1–42. Rosetta modeling shows
that the C-terminal segment of Aβ1–42 is capable of forming outof-register β-strands, which can further assemble into either
a cylindrin-like oligomer or out-of-register ﬁbril (Fig. S8 A and
B). The cylindrin-like oligomer formed by Aβ1–42 C terminus
features a highly apolar surface, suggesting a potential role in
membrane insertion (Fig. S9). In contract, in-register β-strands
formed by the same segment are geometrically prohibited from
forming any cylindrin-like structure by steric clashes inside the
cylindrin (Fig. S8 C and D).
Thus, although additional experiments are required to understand the mechanism of the toxicity of out-of-register oligomers
and ﬁbrils, evidence presented here points to a previously unrecognized out-of-register amyloid aggregation pathway that is
separate from the much studied in-register pathway and
Liu et al.
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Fig. 5. Free energy landscape associated with the out-of-register aggregation pathway of BAM (Aβ30–36). The Gibbs free energy landscape of the
structural conversion from the cylindrin-like, out-of-register oligomer state
to out-of-register transition state to out-of-register intermediate state was
explored by MD simulation with explicit water molecules. Representative
structural models from the MD trajectories of each state are shown. The
reaction coordinate (x axis) is indicated by Δrmsd from the coordinates of
the starting and ending states (cylindrin structure and the pair of β-sheets
structure). Over the process of the conversion, the hydrogen bonds in the
strong interface are maintained. The transition of the conversion is initiated by disrupting the weak interface as shown in the transition state. As
the cylindrin unrolls, the weak interface further dissociates (intermediate
state), and the interface within the barrel is rearranged to the out-ofregister ﬁbril state. When two cylindrin-like oligomers were simulated to
form an out-of-register ﬁbril, the free energy dropped by ∼3 kcal/mol-oftetramer (equivalent to ∼5 RT at 300 K), suggesting a facile conversion
between out-of-register oligomers and ﬁbrils. Furthermore, a small free
energy difference between the out-of-register oligomer and ﬁbril states
indicates that both are relatively stable, consistent with their detection in
solution and in crystals. In contrast, the free energy of the KDWSFY out-ofregister oligomer is ∼20 kcal/mol-of-monomer higher than the KDWSFY outof-register ﬁbril (Fig. S3), consistent with our observation that only out-ofregister ﬁbrils could be detected in solution and crystals.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of two distinct amyloid aggregation pathways.
Two distinct pathways branch from monomers to ﬁbrils: one through inregister β-strands (yellow) and the other through out-of register β-strands
(blue). The in-register pathway features an in-register β-sheet that serves as
the fundamental element, perhaps passing through an in-register intermediate oligomer that has not yet been characterized at the atomic level
and then into the in-register ﬁbril, which is widely observed and structurally
characterized. The out-of-register pathway features an out-register β-sheet,
out-of-register oligomer, and out-of-register ﬁbril. The out-of-register oligomer and out-of-register ﬁbril are structurally related by a common out-ofregister β-sheet, suggesting easy interconversion between the two states. A
high energy barrier requiring rearrangement of entire hydrogen-bonding
networks separates the in-register and out-of-register β-sheet aggregation
pathways. Because of their unsatisﬁed hydrogen bonds, out-of-register
ﬁbrils are generally less stable than in-register ﬁbrils, and the energy differences separating out-of-register oligomers and ﬁbrils from monomers are
smaller than the corresponding differences for in-register ﬁbrils. Hence,
accumulation of in-register ﬁbrils is common, but accumulation of out-ofregister ﬁbrils is rare.
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using HKL2MAP (42). The model was built using COOT (43) and reﬁned using
PHENIX (44). Coordinates and structure factor amplitudes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with ID code 4E0K.
BAM molecules were synthesized as reported previously (34). The grafted
heptapeptides displaying on the recognition strand of nine different BAMs
were chosen from various amyloidogenic segments from different amyloid
proteins (45–48) (Table S5). For crystal structure determination, lyophilized
BAM (β2m62–68) and BAM (Tau305–311) were dissolved in water at 10 mg/mL.
Crystals were grown in 35% (vol/vol) 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol and Na/K
phosphate buffer (pH 6.2) at 18 °C using the hanging drop vapor diffusion
method. The crystals were allowed to grow for 1 wk before ﬂash-freezing in
liquid nitrogen. For iodide derivatives, the crystals were soaked in the crystallization conditions with additional 0.5 M potassium iodide for 30 s before
ﬂash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the
Advanced Photon Source (Table S4). Reﬂections were integrated and scaled
using the XDS/XSCALE program packages (41). Experimental phases were
ﬁrst obtained from BAM (Tau305–311) (form I) using HKL2MAP (42) by the
SAD method. BAM (Tau305–311) (forms II and III) and BAM (β2m62–68) were
then solved by molecular replacement with the model of BAM (Tau305–311)
(form I) using program PHASER (49). All of the models were built using COOT
(43) and reﬁned using BUSTER (50). Coordinates and structure factor
amplitudes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with ID codes
4E0L, 4E0M, 4E0N, and 4E0O.

Transmission EM. Five microliters each sample were spotted directly onto
freshly glow-discharged carbon-coated EM grids (Ted Pella). After 3 min of
incubation, grids were rinsed two times with 5 μL distilled water and stained
with 1% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate for 1 min. Specimens were examined in
a JEM1200-EX electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
Images were recorded digitally by wide-angle (top-mount) BioScan 600 W
1 × 1-K digital camera (Gatan).
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Congo Red Staining. Fibril samples were spun down at 20,000 × g. The pellet
was resuspended in 100 μL 0.1 mg/mL Congo red dissolved in 10 mM Tris (pH
8.0) and 0.15 M NaCl and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. The
samples were spun down again at 20,000 × g. The pellet was resuspended in
100 μL water, and the process was repeated until the supernatant was not
red. The ﬁnal pellet was resuspended with 5–7 μL water, pipetted onto a
glass coverslip, and dried at room temperature for 15–30 min. The resulting
stains were then examined by a ZEISS (SteREO Discovery.V20) microscope
under normal and polarized light.
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